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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper contains a refined version of the resolvent formula introduced
in [Sch3]. It is shown on the one hand to admit a natural generalization
of the objects studied in [S-T], and [T] in the elliptic case. On the other
hand by Theorem 3 and Theorem 5 of this work we obtain a unified
exposition and a generalization of the main results in [Sch3], which was
the motivation for the paper. Moreover making the remarks in [Sch3]
more precise Theorem 3 also includes explicit generators for the module O P
studied in [S-T] and recently also in [B-B]. As a further application of the
functions defined in this paper we give in the Appendix a new proof of
the generalized Hauptidealsatz of complex multiplication.
2. THE RESOLVENT FORMULA
For a complex lattice 1 we consider the Klein normalization of the
Weierstrass _-function
.(z | 1 )=e&zz*2_(z | 1 ) 12- 2(1 ), (2.1)
where 2(1 ) is the discriminant of the theory of elliptic functions. For any
# # C"1 we now define
h#(z | 1 )=e&(12) l1 (z, #)
.(z+# | 1 )
.(z | 1 )
with l1 (z, #)=z#*&z*#. (2.2)
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Herein u* is defined for a complex number u by
u*=u1|1*+u2|2*, (2.3)
with the real coordinates u1 , u2 from the representation u=u1 |1+u2|2
by a basis |1 , |2 of 1 and the quasiperiods |i*=2‘(|i 2 | 1 ) of the
Weierstrass ‘-function.
The function h# has the following three important properties:
el1 (z, #)h#(z | 1 ) is periodic with respect to 1, (2.4)
h#(w z | 1 ) is elliptic with respect to 1 if w# # 1, (2.5)
h#(z | 1&&1)=h#&(z& | 1 )==(&) h#(z& | 1 ) with
(2.6)
=(&)=1 (#(&&1)) e(12) N(#) l1 (1, &) for &#1 mod
1
#
1,
where the bar denotes complex conjugation and N( } ) the complex norm.
1 is the function appearing in the transformation formula of the _-function
_(z+| | 1 )=1(|) e|*(z+|2)_(z | 1 ), | # 1, (2.7)
where 1 (|)=1, for | # 21 and 1 (|)=&1 for | # 1"21. Once dis-
covered, the formulas (2.4)(2.6) are easily verified using (2.7) and the rule
l1 (au, w)=l1 (u, a w).
To state the resolvent formula let 1 #1 be two lattices with index
[1 : 1 ]=n, (2.8)
and / a character of 1 1. We define
R/(z) := :
! mod 1
! # 1
el1 (!, #)h#(z+! | 1 ) / (!). (2.9)
Then the resolvent formula in [Sch3] can be rewritten in the form
Theorem 1.
R/(z)= 122(1 )2(1 ) C/(z)
with
C/(z)=e&(12) l1 (z, #n++/)
.(# | 1 ) .(z+#n++/ | 1 )
.(z | 1 ) .(#n++/ | 1 )
,
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and an isomorphism
+ : X(1 1 )  \1n 1+<1 , / [ +/ .
X(1 1 ) denotes the group of characters of 1 1.
The proof can easily be redone, keeping in mind that the quotient of the
left side by the right side is an elliptic function with respect to 1 of order
less or equal to 1 thus being equal to a constant, which is determined by
the limit at z=0.
One of the difficulties in the applications of Theorem 1 is due to the fact
that in general the factor el1 (!, #) is not a character of 1 1. Looking at the
different techniques used in [Sch3] one finds that this difficulty can be
overcome in several ways. The easiest consists in choosing an element w # C
satisfying
w# # 1 and w 11, w 1 1=1 1, (2.10)
so that z [ w z implies an automorphism of 1 1. Then el1 (w !, #)=1 for ! # 1
thus defining character /0(!) :=el1 (w !, #) of 1 1. Putting
h(z | 1 ) :=h (+)#, w(z | 1 ) :=h#(w z | 1 ) h#(w z | 1 )
+, + # Z, (2.11)
the resolvent R/(z) becomes
(h(z | 1 ), /) := :
! mod 1
! # 1
h(z+! | 1 ) / (!)= 122(1 )2(1 ) C/$/$0(w z) h#(w z | 1 )+,
(2.12)
because multiplying by w is a permutation of the residues of 1 mod 1. /$
is the character defined by /$(w !)=/(!). Using the rule l1 =nl1 we get
from (2.6) the identity
h (+)#&, w(z& | 1 )==(&) h
(+)
#, w(z& | 1 ) with
=(&)=1 (#(&&1)) 1 (#(&&1)) + e(12) l1 (1, &) N(#)(1+n+) (2.13)
if &11, #(&&1) # 1.
We obtain a similar result with ==1 defining
g(z | 1 ) :=g#, ?(z | 1 ) :=h#(z | 1 ) h#(?z | 1 )&1 with
(2.14)
(? &1) # # 1, ?1 1.
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The resolvent formula then becomes
( g(z | 1 ), /) := :
! mod 1
! # 1
g(z+! | 1 ) / (!)= 122(1 )2(1 ) C//0(z) h#(?z | 1 )&1,
(2.15)
with the character /0(!)=el1 ((1&?) !, #). Instead of (2.13) we here have
g#&, ?(z& | 1 )=g#, ?(z& | 1 ) if &11, #(&&1) # 1. (2.16)
For a further construction we choose
}=(}1 , ..., }m) # C*m (2.17)
and
+=(+1 , ..., +m) # Zm with #+n( 1 }1+ } } } + m }m) # 1 (2.18)
and define
H(z | 1 ) :=H (+)#, }(z | 1 ) :=h#(z | 1 ) h
+1
}1
(z | 1 ) } } } } } h+m}m(z | 1 ). (2.19)
Then
/0(!) :=el1 (#+n(+1 }1+ } } } ++m }m), !) (2.20)
defines a character of 1 1, and using the rule l1 =nl1 we deduce from (2.4)
H(z+! | 1 )=el1 (!, #)h#(z+! | 1 ) /0(!) h +1}1(z | 1 ) } } } } } h
+m
}m
(z | 1 )
for ! # 1 . (2.21)
Looking at the definition of /0 one verifies that H(z | 1 ) is elliptic with
respect to 1, and putting (2.21) into the resolvent formula of Theorem 1 we
obtain the identity
(H(z | 1 ), /) := :
! mod 1
! # 1
H(z+! | 1 ) / (!)
= 122(1 )2(1 ) C//0(z) h +1}1(z | 1 ) } } } } } h +m}m(z | 1 ). (2.22)
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From (2.6) we get
H (+)#&, }&(z& | 1 )==(&) H
(+)
#, }(z& | 1 )
if &11, #(&&1) # 1 and }i (&&1) # 1 , i=1, ...,m,
(2.23)
with =(&)=1 (#(&&1)) 1 (}1(&&1)) +1 } } } } } 1 (}m(&&1)) +m
} e(12) l1 (1, &)(N(#)+n(+1 N(}1)+ } } } ++m N(}m))).
The factor = in (2.13) and (2.23) is incovenient for the applications we have
in mind. The easiest way to get rid of it is to divide h and H by a non zero
value at a point ? such that ?1 /1. So we define
q(z | 1 ) :=q (+)#, w, ?(z | 1 ) :=
h(z | 1 )
h(? | 1 )
, (2.24)
Q(z | 1 ) :=Q (+)#, }, ?(z | 1 ) :=
H(z | 1 )
H(? | 1 )
. (2.25)
Similar to the construction of g we could also divide by the functions
h(?z | 1 ) or H(?z | 1 ), which are elliptic with respect to 1 . A further way
to eliminate = is suggested by the fact that the resolvents R (+)#, }, /(z)=(H, /)
of H satisfy the relation
R(+)#&, }&, /(z&)==(&) R
(+)
#, }, /[&](z&), (2.26)
where /[&](!) :=/(!&) is again a character, if & in addition to (2.23) satisfies
&1 1=1 1. A similar relation holds for h, and we can get rid of the factor
= in (2.13) and (2.23) dividing h and H by the resolvent with the unit
character. This motivates the definition
f (z | 1 ) := f (+)#, w(z | 1 ) :=
h(z | 1 )
(h(z | 1 ), 1)
122(1 )2(1 ) , (2.27)
F (z | 1 ) :=F (+)#, }(z | 1 ) :=
H(z | 1 )
(H(z | 1 ), 1)
122(1 )2(1 ) . (2.28)
Considering the fact that the resolvents with the unit character are elliptic
with respect to 1 we can derive from (2.12) and (2.22) resolvent formulas
for f and F. We summarize our results in
Theorem 2. Let R be a subring of the multiplicator rings of 1 and 1 and
S1 :=[& # R | &#1 mod 1 , &1 1=1 1 ].
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We choose the parameters
#, ?, }i , w # R, + # Z, resp. + # Zm so that #1 1, +1 1
and
w# # 1, w 1 1=1 1 for the definition of h, f, q,
(? &1) # # 1, ?1 1 for the definition of g,
#+n(+1 }1+ } } } ++m }m) # 1 for the definition of H, F, Q.
We put
h[&](z | 1 ) :=h (+)#&, w(z& | 1 ) g
[&](z | 1 ) :=g#&, ?(z& | 1 ),
f [&](z | 1 ) := f (+)#&, w(z& | 1 ), q
[&](z | 1 ) :=q (+)#&, ?&, w(z& | 1 ),
H[&](z | 1 ) :=H (+)#&, }&(z& | 1 ), F
[&](z | 1 ) :=F (+)#&, }&(z& | 1 ),
Q[&](z | 1 ) :=Q (+)#&, }&, ?&(z& | 1 ).
Then for = defined by (2.13) we have
h[&](z | 1 )==(&) h(z& | 1 )
= for all & # S1 ,g[&](z | 1 )=g(z& | 1 )f [&](z | 1 )= f (z& | 1 )q[&](z | 1 )=q(z& | 1 )
and the resolvent relations
(h(z | 1 ), /)= 122(1 )2(1 ) C/$/$0(w z) h#(w z | 1 )+,
( g(z | 1 ), /)= 122(1 )2(1 ) C//0(z) h#(?z | 1 )&1,
( f (z | 1 ), /)= 122(1 )2(1 )
C/$/$0(w z)
C/$0(w z)
,
(q(z | 1 ), /)= 122(1 )2(1 ) C/$/$0(w z) h#(w z | 1 )+ h(? | 1 )&1.
For = defined by (2.23) we have
H[&](z | 1 )==(&) H(z& | 1 ),
F [&](z | 1 )=F(z& | 1 ), = for all & # S1Q[&](z | 1 )=Q(z& | 1 )
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and the resolvent relations
(H(z | 1 ), /)= 122(1 )2(1 ) C//0(z) h+1}1(z | 1 ) } } } } } h +m}m(z | 1 ),
(F(z | 1 ), /)= 122(1 )2(1 )
C//0(z)
C/0(z)
,
(Q(z | 1 ), /)= 122(1 )2(1 ) C//0(z) h+1}1(z | 1 ) } } } } } h +m}m(z | 1 ) H(? | 1 )&1.
3. ANALYTICAL INTERPRETATION
Let C1 and C1 denote the field of functions that are elliptic with respect
to 1 and 1. Then C1 C1 is galois with Galois group G isomorphic to 1 1
the elements of G being given by
{! : g(z) [ g(z) b [!] :=g(z+!), [!] # 1 1. (3.1)
So C1 is a C1 [G] module by
g(z) b :
[!] # 1 1
a!(z)[!] := :
[!] # 1 1
a!(z) g(z+!), (3.2)
and the resolvents in Theorem 2 can be understood as Galois resolvents in
C1 . For a finite set S/C1 we let O1 and O1 be the subrings of C1 and
O1 of functions without poles outside S. For S large enough the product
of the functions C/ is a unit in O1 and it follows
O1=hO1 [G]=HO1 [G], (3.3)
and the same is true for the other functions in Theorem 2. The minimal set
S in the definition of O1 so that (3.3) holds, only contains torsion points
mod 1, but may be quite large. In the case of the function F however the
set S=(#n+(1n) 1 _ (1n) 1)1 is sufficient.
4. ARITHMETICAL INTERPRETATION
In this section we will consider the singular values of the functions intro-
duced in Section 2, that are known to generate abelian extensions of
imaginary quadratic number field. It turns out that the singular values
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of the functions in Section 2 are generators for certain modules associated
to ray class fields.
Let K be an imaginary quadratic number field, O its ring of integers, and
let q and a be integral ideals in K. For an integral ideal g we denote by
K(g) the ray class field of conductor g over K. We choose the parameters
for the functions defined in Section 3 as follows:
# # a, w # O with w# # qa, gcd(w , a)=1 and + # Z (4.1)
for the definition of h, f, and q,
#, ? # a, with (? &1) # # qa, (4.2)
for the definition of g,
#, ? # a, }i # O, + # Zm with #+N(a)(+1}1+ } } } ++m}m) # qa
(4.3)
for the definition of H, F, and Q. Let k denote one of the functions
h(z | qa), f( z | qa), g(z | qa), q(z | qa), H(z | qa), F(z | qa), Q(z | qa). Then for
* # O one knows from complex multiplication that
k(*) # K(12N2), N=min(qa & N), (4.4)
and if _(&) for &#1 mod q, & prime to 12N, denotes the Frobenius
automorphism of K(12N2)K belonging to (&), we get
k(*)_(&)=k[&](*)==(&) k(*&). (4.5)
The first equality is obtained by the reciprocity law of complex multiplica-
tion as explained in [Sch3] and the second from Theorem 2. These facts
suggest the following interpretation.
For a fixed *0 # O we set 4 :=(*0+q)qa, 0K(q)=Gal(K(12N2)K(q))
and given a cocycle
= : [& # O | &#1 mod q, gcd(&, 12N(qa))=1]  C*, (4.6)
i.e., =(&)_({) =({)==(&{), we define
M=(4, q, qa) :=[(*)* # 4 | * # K(12N2), _(&)* ==(&) *& \_(&) # 0K(q)].
(4.7)
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Herein we set
O=(4, q, qa) :=[ # M=(4, q, qa) | * is integral for all * # 4]. (4.8)
Now defining a subring of the group ring of qqa over K(qa) by
A(q, qa) :={ :
[!] # qqa
a![!] } a! # K(qa), a_(&)! =a!& \_(&) # 0K(q)= , (4.9)
M=(4, q, qa) becomes an A(q, qa)-module with respect to the action
(*)* # 4 b [!] :=(*+!)* # 4 . (4.10)
With these definitions (4.5) means
 :=(k(*))* # 4 # M=(4, q, qa), (4.11)
when k[&](z)==(&) k(z&), and it is not difficult to show that under certain
conditions  is even in O=(4, q, qa). Moreover the resolvents
(, /) := :
[!] # qqa
*0+! / (!) for / # X(qqa) (4.12)
have nice properties such as the factorisation given by Theorem 2 and the
Galois action
(, /)_(&)==(&)(, /_(&)). (4.13)
By (4.13) it follows that M=(4, q, qa)=(, 1) M1(4, q, qa) which implies
that M=(4, q, qa) is isomorphic to (, 1) M1(4, q, qa) as an A(q, qa)-
module.
For later purposes we mention further that for every integral ideal
c there is a natural identification of M=(4, q, qa) with the set of elements in
M=(4$, q, qac)c :=[ # M=(4$, q, qac) | *=*+’ \’ # qa],
(4.14)
4$=(*0+q)qac,
having components in K(12N2).
In view of this one may ask if by generalizing [S-T] it is possible to
define a submodule O of O=(4, q, qa) and an order A$ in A(q, qa), such
that suitable elements (k(*))* # 4 are generators of O over A$. We will
explain this more precisely in the next section.
Now we will discuss the case ==1 and use the above resolvent formula
of Theorem 2 to give a unified construction of the Galois generators used
in [Sch3] thereby generalizing the results and making the remark (3) in
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[Sch3] more precise. On the other hand the following Theorem 3 also
affords explicite generators for the modules ‘‘O P’’ studied in [S-T].
Moreover some new special cases of Taylor’s conjecture in [T] in the even
case can be treated.
We let OK(qa) denote the ring of integers in K(qa) and begin by stating
three conditions for two integral ideals q, a one of them being assumed in
the following Theorem 3:
(H1) Let q be an integral ideal of K different from O. By q0 we
denote the product of prime ideals of norm 2 dividing q. We assume that
q20 | q and that q is not of the form q=p
r, N(p)=2. We let a be an integral
ideal with gcd(q, a )=1.
(H2) Let q=q0pr and a=pm, 1mr&1, p a prime ideal and
q0{O an integral ideal of norm q0 with gcd(q0 , p)=1.
(H3) Let q and a be integral ideals of K. We assume that q is of the
form q=q0q1 or q=q20 with integral ideals q0 , q1{O, where q0 is
composite and gcd(q0 , q1 a)=1, q0 denoting the norm of q0 .
(H4) Let q=q1 be an arbitrary integral ideal of K and a=pm, p a
prime ideal not dividing the number wK of roots of unity in K.
Theorem 3. We assume that (H1) or (H2) or (H3) or (H4) is satisfied
and set *0=1 or *0=q0 or *0=q0 or *0=1. Then there is a map
 : (*0+q)qa  OK(qa) , * [ *
with the following properties:
(1) _(&)* =*& for all _(&) # Gal(K(qa)K(q)),
(2) (, /) :=! # q, ! mod qa *0+!/ (!)ta for all / # X(qqa).
The resolvents of Theorem 3 satify a nice trace relation. Let a and b be
integral ideals with
a | b and b | ak for some k # N, (4.15)
which means that a and b are divisible by the same prime ideals. Let
*=*(b) be the elements constructed in Theorem 3. According to the
Hauptidealsatz we can choose an element \ in K(1) with
\t
a
b
. (4.16)
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and set
%* :=
1
\
:
! mod qb
! # qa
*+! . (4.17)
Theorem 4. The elements %* from (4.14) have the following properties:
(1) %* # OK(qa) ,
(2) %* depends on * only modulo qa,
(3) %_(&)* =%*& for all _(&) # Gal(K(qa)K(q)),
(4) ! # q, ! mod qa %*0+! / (!)ta for all / # X(qqa).
5. RELATION TO THE RESULTS IN [S-T, Sch3]
Let q, a, and *0 be as in Theorem 3. We suppose further as in [Sch3]
a | gcd(q, a). (5.1)
As *0 is prime to a we can find *$0 # O so that *0*$0#1 mod a. Then the
map
qqa  Gal(K(qa)K(q)), [!] [ _(1+*$0!) (5.2)
is an isomorphism and the components of  in Theorem 3 can be expressed
by
*0+!=
_(1+*$0!)
*0
. (5.3)
Thus the resolvents in Theorem 3 can be understood as Galois resolvents
of *0 for the extension K(qa)K(q). The group ring K(q)[G] of G=
Gal(K(qa)K(q)) acts on K(qa) by
: b \ : # G a += : # G a:
 (5.4)
and we define the associated order
AK(qa)K(q)=[# # K(q)[G] | OK(qa) #OK(qa)]. (5.5)
The factorisations of the above resolvents now imply as shown in [Sch3]
that *0 is a Galois generator.
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Theorem 5. Let q, a be integral ideals of K satisfying (5.1) and one of
the conditions (H1)(H4). Then *0 is a Galois generator for OK(qa) :
OK(qa)=*0 AK(qa)K(q) .
In particular Theorem 5 includes all extensions K(pr+m)K(pr),
1mr, with a prime ideal p not dividing wK and thus completes the
table (1.6) in [Sch3].
If (5.1) is not satified, the map (5.2) is no longer an isomorphism and the
above interpretation becomes impossible. However in this general situation
the elements constructed in Theorem 3 fit in the framework of objects con-
sidered in [T], [S-T]. To establish the relation between the modules
defined [S-T] and those defined in Section 4, we let EL be a model of the
elliptic curve associated to qa. For Q # E(C) we write Q=Q(!), where
!+qa # Cqa is the parameter of Q. We assume
K(q)L. (5.6)
Further the action of the Galois group 0L of the algebraic closure Qc of
Q over L on the points Q(!), ! # O, is supposed to be of the form
Q(!)_=Q(!&) for _ # 0L with _ | K(qa)=_(&), &#1 mod q.
(5.7)
As it can be found in [Sch3] these conditions hold for the models of
Fueter and Deuring with L=K(4q) or L=K(9q). The same is true of
course for every elliptic curve E L that is isogenous to EL over L , where
L is an extension of L. Replacing L by a suitable L we can thereby also
achieve that EL has everywhere good reduction as assumed in [S-T].
Given such an elliptic curve we let G=[Q(!) | ! # q] be the group of
points of order a. First we assume that a=(a) is principal. Then for a point
P=Q(!P) in E(L), the following relations between the objects defined in
[S-T] and those defined above can be verified:
M1(4, q, qa)QcP(G)
0L,
(5.8)
O1(4, q, qa)OP with 4=\1a !P+q+<qa.
Of course the maps  : 4  K(qa) on the left side must be understood as
maps from Q(4) to Qc. For a given set 4 the point P with 4=
((1a) !P+q)qa is not uniquely determined. We define the order of a point
P # E(Qc) by
o(P) :=[+ # O | +!P # qa]. (5.9)
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Then for the sets 4=(*0+q)qa in Theorem 3 satisfying one of the hypo-
thesis (H1)(H4) we can find points P # E(L) with 4=((1a) !P+q)qa
such that
o(P)={
q
pr
q1 or q0
q1=q
for (H1),
for (H2),
for (H3),
for (H4),
(5.10)
where pr and q1 , q0 denote the ideals in (H2), (H3), and (H4).
If a is not principal we use the identification (4.14) with c=ah&1, h the
class number of K, and looking at the definition of QcP(G)
0L in [S-T], we
find that (5.8) and (5.10) are still true.
Now let A be the order in Qc[G]0L that is defined in [S-T] by its local
components. As in [S-T] we consider the submodule
O P=[ # OP | AOP]. (5.11)
Then by Theorem 3 in [T] we know that every  # O P whose resolvents
satisfy the factorisation (2) of Theorem 3 of this paper are generators of O P :
O P=A. (5.12)
So in order to get a generator for O P , we have to show that the elements
 constructed in the proof of Theorem 3 are in fact contained in O P .
According to [S-T] it is sufficient to construct generators in the case of
a=pm being a power of a prime ideal. So for the rest of this section we will
restrict ourselves to this case. Here  # O P follows from Proposition 2 in
Section 7, and we obtain
Theorem 6. Let q and a=pm be integral ideals and EL a model of an
elliptic curve belonging to qa satisfying (5.6) and (5.7) with everywhere good
reduction. Let G be the subgroup of a-torsion points of E(Qc). We choose *0
as in Theorem 3 and assume that q, a satify one of the hypothesis (H1)(H4).
Then (5.12) holds with the element  from Theorem 3 and a point P # E(L)
whose order is given by (5.10).
Theorem 6 includes the main result of [S-T], thereby giving explicit
generators for O P , whereas in [S-T] only their existence was proved using
the ‘‘trace restriction square’’ argument from [T].
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Theorem 7 [S-T]. Let q and a=pm be integral ideals and EL a model
of an elliptic curve belonging to qa satisfying (5.6) and (5.7) with everywhere
good reduction. Let P be a point in E(L) of order q. Then the module O P is
free of rank one on A for p not dividing the number wK of roots of unity
in K.
If p is above a prime number p dividing wK the assertion of Theorem 7
is still true under the additional hypothesis that the point P is of the form
P=p2eP$ with a point P$ # E(L) and pe the maximal power of p dividing
wK . This follows easily from the remark 3 at the end of the proof of
Theorem 3. In view of the homomorphism 9 defined in [T] this means
that the class of O P in the class group of A has an order dividing p2e. For
1mr&1 we can improve this result by showing that the class of O P
has an order dividing pe. To do this one has to use the element of case
(H2) instead of (H3) in the proof of case (H4).
Without the above additional assumption the assertion of Theorem 7 is
not always true for a not prime to wK . This has recently been shown in
[C-J] by an infinite series of counterexamples. So we have a closer look at
the assumptions about q made in Theorem 6 when a=pm is even. We are
especially interested in ‘‘small’’ q’s. From (H1)(H3) we find that the asser-
tion of Theorem 3 holds for p | 2 if one of the following conditions about
q is satisfied. We also include the order of the point P from (5.10) in E(L).
q{ps, s0, p |3 q, o(P)=q, (E1)
q=q0pr, q0 odd, {O, 1mr&1, o(P)=pr, (E2)
q=q0pr, q0 composite, p |3 N(q0), r1, o(P)=pr. (E3)
We mention also that using the element  from Remark 1 in the proof of
Theorem 3 we can obtain a somewhat modified ‘‘rank one’’-result if 2 is
split, 2=p p and q=a=pm. By a lengthy calculation of discriminants one
can in fact show that that assertion of Theorem 5 holds with *0 replaced
by  1 . Here the associated order of K(qa)K(q) is the maximal order in
K(q)[G].
In view of Theorem 5 one would like to derive an analogue of Theorems
6 and 7 that is independent of the model of the elliptic curve. This is in fact
possible for Theorem 6, because the generators constructed in Theorem 3
are in O1(4, q, qa). So we can conclude as in [Sch3] that
(O P & O1(4, q, qa))=(A & A(q, qa)), (5.13)
where A and O P are defined by an elliptic curve with the properties (5.6),
(5.7) having good reduction at all primes above a. Here the intersections
on both sides are in fact independent of the model EL. This follows from
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Proposition 1 in Section 7, because enlarging A in (5.13) makes the right
hand side bigger and the left hand side smaller. So defining.
A(q, qa) :=A & A(q, qa) and O (4, q, qa) :=O P & O1(4, q, qa),
(5.14)
we can see from (5.13) that A(q, qa) is the associated order of O (4, q, qa)
in A(q, qa). Theorem 6 now implies
Theorem 8. Let q and a=pm be ideals satsifying one of the hypothesis
(H1)(H4) and  the element constructed in Theorem 3. Then
O (4, q, qa)=A(q, qa).
Remark. For p | q we know from [B-B] that O P=OP , which implies
O (4, q, qa)=O(4, q, qa).
We now come back to the case ‘‘={1’’. We assume that one of the condi-
tions (H1), (H2), (H3), or (H4) is satisfied, so that A(q, qa) is well defined
and O (4, q, qa)=O 1(4, q, qa) is a free rank one A(q, qa) module. We define
O =(4, q, qa) :=[ # O=(4, q, qa) | A(q, qa)/O=(4, q, qa)]. (5.15)
Then O =(4, q, qa) is an A(q, qa) module and if we can find a unit \ in
K(12N(qa)2) satisfying \_(&)==(&) \ for all &#1 mod q, & prime to a, we
have the equality
O =(4, q, qa)=\O (4, q, qa), (5.16)
where  [ \ is a A(q, qa) isomorphism. Such a unit exists under the
hypothesis (H1)(H3) for = defined by (2.23) with the parameters #, }
chosen in the proof of Theorem 3. Here \ :=(, 1): with : # K(1), :ra.
The same is true for = replaced by =(l&1)2 under the hypothesis (H4) with
\ :=(%, 1):. But for other cocycles the existence of such a unit is not
always obvious. So we may put up the
Question. Does there exist a unit \ with the above properties also for
other cocycles?
6. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 34
According to Theorem 2 there are 7 possibilities to prove Theorem 3.
Using the functions h and H (times a suitable root of unity times a number
of K(q) constructed in the generalized Hauptidealsatz) one has to choose
parameters such that ==1 and then factorize the resolvents. If we use the
functions f, g, q, F and Q, we have ==1 by definition and one has only to
factorize the resolvents. Here the easiest way to prove the Theorem is using
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the functions g, F, and Q. The simplest generators are obtained by g,
whereas F and Q are easier to handle by its parameters. So we use F and
Q for brevity.
Proof of Theorem 3, Case (H1). We set
# :=}N(a) and +=&1. (6.1)
Then we choose } # O, such that } is prime to q and satisfies
1+}  p, if N(p)>2,
(6.2)
1+} # p"p2, if N(p)=2
for every prime ideal divisor p of q. With these parameters we define
* :=F(* | qa) \=Q(* | qa)=H(* | qa)H(0 | qa)+ . (6.3)
By Theorem 2 and (4.5) we obtain immediately that these numbers satisfy
the property concerning the Galois action in (1) of the Theorem. Moreover
from the definition of F=F (&1)#, } and Theorem 2 we get the factorisations
*t
.(*+# | qa)
.(* | qa)
C1(*)&1,
(6.4)
(, /)t 12 2(q)2(qa)
C/(1)
C1(1)
with
C/t
.(# | qa) .(*+}++//0 | q)
.(* | q) .(}++//0 | q)
, +//0 #
q
a
. (6.5)
Herein the choice of # and } implies /0=1. A classical result of complex
multiplication says that
2(q)
2(qa)
ta12, (6.6)
so that we are left with the proof of C/(*)t1 and the integrality of * . For
this purpose we need the factorisation of the singular .-values. For an ideal
c in K and ; # K"c we denote by o(;, c) the largest ideal b such that b;c.
Then according to [Sch1] we have
.(; | c)t{1,p18(pk),
if o(;, c) is composite,
if o(;, c)=pk, p a prime ideal,
(6.7)
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where 8 denotes the Euler function in K. By the choice of # and from the
hypothesis gcd(q, a )=1 it follows that o(#, qa)=q, hence (6.7) implies
.(# | qa)t.(1 | q). (6.8)
In the same way considering (6.7) and the hypothesis, that q is not a power
of an ideal of norm 2 and the hypothesis about q0 we get
.(*+}++//0 | q)t.(}++//0 | q) for all / # X(qqa). (6.9)
By (6.8) and (6.9) we see that C/(*) is always a unit, and the same
arguments show that * is integral. This completes the proof of Theorem 3
in case (H1).
Remark 1. In the very special case, when 2 is split, 2=pp , and q and
a are of the form q=pr, a=pm, mr2, we can prove a modified version
of Theorem 3. Taking } # q 2 we find out that k(*) :=q(}(*&1))
h}(}* | q)=q(}(*&1)) h}(} | q), which in this case is not a unit, is in
K(qa) and depends on * only modulo qa. Moreover using the fact that in
this special situation q(*!) defines a character of qqa we obtain the
Galois action k(*)_(&)=k(*&). It turns out that  * :=}* k(*) is integral and
satisfies property 1 of Theorem 3. However, the factorisation of the resolvent
is different from that in Theorem 3 because of 1+} # p and q=pr:
( , /)tpm {1,p12r&1,
if //0{1,
//0=1.
(6.10)
Proof of Theorem 3, Case (H2). We proceed as in case (H1) and choose
*0=N(q0) and # as in the case (H1). Then we find C/(*)t
.(N(q0) | q0pr)&1t.(1 | pr)&1 for all /. This implies the integrality of 
and the desired factorisation of the resolvents.
Remark 2. If in the construction for (H1) we assume that q=pr,
a=pm, 1mr&1 and p=p a prime ideal dividing 2, we obtain that all
the C/(*) are associated to C1(*) so that (, /)tpm for all /. But  is not
integral. It becomes integral after multiplying by an element \ that is
associated to p18(pr&m), which exists in K(pr) according to the generalized
Hauptidealsatz. So  =\ satisfies condition (1) of Theorem 3, but its
resolvents have modified factorisation:
( , /)tpm+18(pr&m) for all /.
Proof of Theorem 3, Case (H3). We choose # # a with
#tcq1a, (6.11)
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where c is an integral ideal prime to 2N(q) N(a). Herewith we can find
+ # Z such that
#(1&+N(a)) # qa. (6.12)
Then defining
* :=F(* | qa), F=F (&1)#, +# =Q
(&1)
#, +#, 0 (6.13)
we obtain the result in the case (H3) in the same way as in the case (H1).
The hypothesis ‘‘q0 composite’’ here implies that all C/(*) are associated to
.(q0 | q)&1.
Proof of Theorem 3, Case (H4). Let q1 and a=pm be the ideals in (H4).
As p |3 wK we can choose a prime number l which is split in K such that
gcd(N(p), l(l&1))=1. (6.14)
We put q0=(l ), q=q0q1 for q1{O and q=q20 , if q1=O. Then q and a
satisfy the condition (H3). First we treat the case q1{O and consider the
element  constructed in the proof of Theorem 3, case (H3):
=(l+!)! # qqa=(F
(&1)
#, +# (l+! | qa))! # qqa # O1(4, q, qa), 4=l+qqa.
(6.15)
Using this element we will now construct a map  : 1+q1 q1a [ OK(q1 a)
that has the desired properties. To apply the results of [T] we choose an
elliptic curve EL as described in (5.6) and (5.7). Then (5.8) and Proposi-
tion 8 tells us that
 # O P (6.16)
with a certain point P # E(L) of order q1 . For two points P1 , P2 # E(L) and
two elements
(1)=( (1)*1+!)! # qqa # O P1 , 
(2)=( (2)*2+!)! # qqa # O P2 (6.17)
we define
(1) b  (2) :=\1? :’ # qqa 
(1)
*1+’
 (2)*2+!&’+! # qqa , (6.18)
where ? is an element in K(1) that is associated to pm:
?tpm. (6.19)
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By Proposition 7 in [T] we know that (1) b (2) is in O P1+P2 , which
implies that its images are integral. Another way of proving this is to use
Proposition (2.3) on page 144 in [C-T] together with the power series
expansion and the addition of the formal group. Further we observe that
(1) b (2) only depends on *1+*2 and so defines a map
(1) b  (2) : *1+*2+qqa  OK(qa) . (6.20)
We calculate its resolvents for a character / # X(qqa):
((1) b (2), /)=
1
?
:
! # qqa
:
’ # qqa
 (1)*1+’
(2)
*2+!&’
/ (!)
=
1
?
:
’ # qqa
:
! # qqa
 (1)*1+’
(2)
*2+!&’
/ (!)
=
1
?
:
’ # qqa
 (1)*1+’/ (’)(
(2), /)
=
1
?
((1), /)((2), /).
The operation b in (6.18) in commutative and associative. With a finite
number of factors we thus obtain a map
(1) b } } } b (s) : (*1+ } } } +*s+q)qa  OK(qa) (6.22)
and resolvents
((1) b } } } b  (s), /)=
1
?s&1
((1), /) } } } } } ((s), /). (6.23)
Now we define the (i) to be the conjugates over K(q1a) of element  in
(6.15). Therefore we choose in OK a system of prime residues modulo l
&1 , ..., &s , s=(l&1)2 with &i#1 mod N(q1 a). (6.24)
They parameterize the Galois group of K(qa)K(q1a),
G(K(qa)K(q1 a))=[_(&1), ..., _(&s)], (6.25)
and by the reciprocity law we now obtain
(i) :=(_(&i)l+!)! # qqa=(F
(&1)
#&i , +#&i
(l&i+!&i | qa))! # qqa . (6.26)
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Now clearly the (i) are maps
(i) : (l+q)qa  OK(qa) , (6.27)
which are permuted by the automorphisms of K(qa)K(q1a). Thus the
images of
% :=(1) b } } } b (s) (6.28)
are in OK(q1 a) . More precisely by (6.22), (6.24), and (6.26) it follows that
% is a map
% : (l(l&1)2+q)qa  OK(q1 a) satisfying (6.29)
%_(&)* =%*& for all _(&) # Gal(K(q1a)K(q1)), &#1 mod q1 .
To prove the last equality we write &#&i &$ mod q with &$#1 mod q. Then
%_(&i)=% because the ( j) are permuted by _(&i). Further we have  ( j) _(&$)l+! =
( j)(l+!) &$ , which implies %
_(&)
* =%*&$ for *=l(l&1)
2+!, ! # q, and here
%*&$=%*& because *&$#*& mod qa. This proves the second equality in
(6.29). The resolvents are given by (6.23), and, considering ((i), /)t
(, /)tpm, we find
(%, /)tpm for all characters /. (6.30)
Up to formal changes % is the element we are aiming at. We observe that
l(l&1)2 being prime to p multiplication by l(l&1)2 defines a bijection
(1+q1)q1a  (l(l&1)2+q)qa,
(6.31)
1+!+q1 a [ l(l&1)2 (1+!)+qa.
So defining
 =( 1+!)! # q1 q1 a with  1+!=% l(l&1)2 (1+!) (6.32)
we obtain a map that satifies the conditions (1) and (2) in Theorem 3 with
q=q1{O. The case q1=O is treated in the same way using the corre-
sponding element from case (H3).
Remark 3. For a prime ideal p above a prime number p dividing wK we
denote by pe the highest power of p dividing wK . Then the last construction
yields a similar result. Here we can find a prime l splitting in K such that
p2e is the highest power of p dividing l(l&1)2 and we end up with a map
 : ( p2e+q1)q1a  OK(q1a) ,  p2e+!=% (l(l&1)2p2e)( p2e+!) , (6.33)
which is an element of O1(( p2e+q1)q1a, q1 , q1 a).
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Proof of Theorem 4. The properties (2)(4) follow immediately apply-
ing the resolvent relation (2) in Theorem 3 for b and characters / # X(qqb)
that are trivial on qaqb. To prove (1) of Theorem 4 we observe that by
property (1) in Theorem 3 the sum in the definition of %* can be expressed
as
:
! mod qb
! # qa
*+!=trK(qb)K(qa)(*) (6.34)
and because a and b are divisible by the same prime ideals we have
trK(qb)K(qa) (OK(qb))
b
a
OK(qa) . (6.35)
One way of proving (6.35) is to compute the relative discriminant of
K(qb)K(qa) by the Fu hrerdiskriminantenproduktformel which turns out
to be divisible by (ba)m, where m denotes the degree of the extension.
7. POWER SERIES
In this section we collect some more or less known facts about power
series and elliptic curves that we need for the Theorems in Section 5.
Proposition 1. Let c be an ideal in K and EL and E L be two models
of elliptic curves belonging to c defined over number fields L and L . Then
there exists a finite extension M of LL with the following properties.
For a prime ideal p in K we assume that both elliptic curves have good
reduction at all primes above p of M. Let AE(L) be the order A defined in
[S-T] by the kernels of the reduction modulo the primes above p and the
group of pm-torsion points of E(Qc). By AE(M ) we denote the corresponding
order if we understand E as an elliptic curve defined over M. Then
(1) the points of order pm in E(M ) are in the kernel of the reduction
mod P for all primes P above p.
(2) we have AE(L), AE (L )AE(M ).
Proof. From the formulas on page 49 in [Si] we deduce, that the local
parameters at the origin z=&xy and z~ =&x~ y~ are related by
z=
u2z~ +ry~
u3+u2sz~ +ty~
(7.1)
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with coefficients u, r, s, t in some finite extension M of LL . We assume both
models to have good reduction at a prime P of M above p. Then observing
that their discriminants must be prime to P it is easily deduced from the
formulas on page 49 in [Si], that u is a P-unit and that the numbers r, s,
t are P-integral. The relation (7.1) now tells us that a point (x(!), y(!)) on
E(M ) with parameter ! # C is in the kernel of reduction mod P of E(M )
if and only if the same is true for the corresponding point(x~ (!), y~ (!)) on
E (M ). In particular this implies that each p-power torsion point of E(M )
must be in the kernel of reduction mod P (for a suitable extension M of
LL ), because this is true for the models of Fueter or Deuring as it is
explained in [Sch3]. Moreover using (7.1) and the power series in [Si],
pages 110113, we get a P-adic power series expansion of the form
z~ (!)=a1z(!)+a2z(!)2+ } } } (7.2)
for the local parameters of points in the kernels of the reductions. Herein
the coefficients are P-integers in M independent of !, and a1 is a P-unit.
Looking at the construction of A in [S-T] it now becomes clear that
AE(L) and AL (L ) must both be contained in AL(M) for a suitable
extension M of LL .
We now use the technique of [S-T] to show that the elements  con-
structed in the proofs of Theorem 3 are in the corresponding modules
‘‘O P’’. In the following we assume
a=pm with a prime ideal p. (7.3)
Let EL be a model of the elliptic curve belonging to qa. We fix a prime
ideal P above p of the field generated over L by the points of order qa. We
assume E to have good reduction at P.
Proposition 2. Let * , *=*0+!, be the numbers constructed in
(6.3), (6.13), and (6.32). If the point of E belonging to ! is the kernel of the
reduction modulo P then there is a P-adic power series expansion
*0+!= :
n0
anz(!)n
with P-adic integer coefficients. z(!) denotes the parameter of ! # q in the
formal group belonging to the kernel of the reduction mod P of E.
Proof. We first consider the numbers in (6.3) and choose a number
q # O with
qtcqk, k1, gcd(c, N(qa))=1
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and
q #1 mod ak (7.4)
which is possible because of the assumption gcd(q, a )=1. Then q !#
! mod qa for ! # q, and we can in fact write
1+!=1+q !==h#(1+q ! | qa) h}(1 | q)&1, (7.5)
with a unit = because by (2.5) we can conclude that h}(1+q ! | q)=
h}(1 | q). We now observe that by (2.5)
f (z) :==h#(1+q z | qa) h}(1 | q)&1 (7.6)
is an elliptic function with respect to qa. Its divisor is given by
( f )= :
$ # qaq mod qa \
1+#
q
+$+&\1q +$+ . (7.7)
Considering again the hypothesis gcd(q, a )=1, one observes that the
points in ( f ) differ only by points of an order that is not a power of p,
because these orders contain a non trivial divisor of q O. Further we
observe that the values f (!), ! # q, are all integral. The arguments in [S-T,
Proposition 6] then finish the proof of our proposition for the numbers in
(6.3). The numbers in (6.13) are treated in the same way. One just has to
take a suitable power of q0 instead of q. The numbers in (6.31) are con-
structed from the numbers in (6.13) and so the above proposition also
holds for them.
Remark. By (7.7) the function f defined in (7.6) can be seen to have the
same type of divisor as the function D defined in [S-T]. So they only differ
by a normalizing constant depending only on qa. It would be interesting to
determined this constant.
8. APPENDIX: THE GENERALIZED HAUPTIDEALSATZ
In [Sch2] a generalized version of the Hauptidealsatz of complex multi-
plication was proved using a suitable normalization of the Weierstrass
^-function. In the following we will give a proof of this theorem using the
functions h# introduced in Section 2 thereby including the few prime ideals
excluded in [Sch2] and for which the method in [Sch2] requires in fact
quite complicated considerations. With the notations of Section 3 we have
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Theorem 9. Let p be a prime ideal in K and r # N. Then there exists an
element ? # K(pr) with
?tp1[K(pr) : K(1)].
Proof. It suffices to prove the theorem in the case when the number
w(pr) of roots of unity in K that are congruent to 1 mod pr is equal to 1.
This condition being satisfied for r3, the other cases can be treated by
taking relative norms.
Now let q be an odd prime ideal not dividing N(p). Then we choose a
natural number m such that
N(pm)(N(pm)&1)#0 mod 2N(q) N(pr). (8.1)
Herewith we define
Hq(z) :=h&N(pm)(z | qp
r) h1(z | qpr)N(p
m). (8.2)
Appealing to w(pr)=1 and q |3 2 we obtain from (6.7)
Hq(1)tp18(p
r). (8.3)
By (2.4) it can be shown that Hq(z) is elliptic with respect to qp
r and for
&#1 mod qpr, & prime to 12N(q) N(pr) using (2.6) we compute the Galois
action
Hq(1)
_(&)&1=qpr(N(p
m)(&&1)) qpr(&&1)
N(pm) e (12) lqpr(1, &) N(pm)(N(pm)&1),
(8.4)
where the right side is equal to 1 because of (8.1). Hence Hq(1) # K(qp
r)
and by taking a relative norm we get
NK(qpr)K(pr)(Hq(1))tp (N(q)&1)8(p
r). (8.5)
Now it is easy to show that
gcd[N(q)&1 | q prime ideal, q |3 2, q |3 N(p)]=wK , (8.6)
wK denoting the number of roots of unity in K. Therefore by taking a
suitable product of numbers in (8.5) we can find a number ? # K(pr)
satifying
?tpwK 8(pr). (8.7)
This finishes our proof, because the inverse exponent in (8.7) is equal to the
degree [K(pr) : K(1)].
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9. APPENDIX 2: (added in proof)
Using the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 1 it can be shown
that the normalized ‘-function
Z(z | L) :=
‘(z | L)&z*
12- 2(L)
satisfies a resolvent formula similar to Theorem 1.
Theorem 10. Let / be a character of L L. Then there is a $/ # (1n) L"L
with /(!)=e&lL (!, $/) for all ! # L , such that
:
! mod L
! # L
Z(z+! | L) / (!)={
e&(12) lL (z, $/) 122(L )2(L)
.(z+$/ | L )
.(z | L ) .($/ | L )
, if /{1,
122(L )2(L) Z(z | L ), if /=1.
It would be interesting to know whether there is an arithmetical inter-
pretation of this formula analogous to that of Theorem 1.
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